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Overview
• Data (Driven) Companies
• Roadmap to Data Driven Insights
• From Theory to Practice

You are (should become) a Data Company Now
ProcessCentric

Data-Centric

ApplicationCentric

Deliver a Data-Centric customer experience
«οὐκ ἐν τῷ μεγάλῳ τὸ εὖ

κείμενον εἴη, ἀλλ’ ἐν τῷ εὖ
τὸ μέγα»

Καφισίας

“A critical component of continuous customer
experience includes evaluating where AI
resources can extend or support your
customer-facing associates, like chat bots,
virtual customer assistants, or real-time
analytics at key points in the
customer journey.”

“Smart data will take
priority over big data…
for too long, the industry
relied on sheer quantity
of data with no quality
metrics for making key
audience assumptions.”

“If you fail to keep up
with your clients’
increasing demands,
the chances they will
reach out to your
competitors increases.”

Great inhibitor: Data Management complexity
68%
of data
is not
analyzed

37%
barriers in
connecting
data sources

58%
data quality
is #1
problem

39%
manage
data as a
business
asset

• Data is spread across expansive digital ecosystems as cloud apps
proliferate
• Overly manual efforts to move and unify data are slow, costly,
and have limited impact
• Rapid growth in data with decreasing lifespans will only make
things worse

42%

annual growth
in enterprise
data volumes

Data Management strongly affects Risk evaluation
Regulatory framework:
• BCBS 239
• CCAR
• Dodd-Frank Act
• GDPR
• MiFID II
• FRTB
• RRP
• …

Data
Governance
Data Strategy
and
Architecture

Data Privacy
and Security

Enterprise
Data
management

Master Data
mngt

Metadata
mngt

Data Quality
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Data
Conversion,
Retention
and Archiving

Data-driven Architecture
A prescriptive and cost-effective approach to
end-to-end data management (DataOps) and
operationalizing AI (AIOps) to help organizations
modernize and enhance their systems

1. COLLECT

Make the data accessible - securely at its source - without
the need for migration.

2. ORGANIZE

Create a trusted, business-ready analytics foundation that
can automate data preparation, policy, security and
compliance.

3. ANALYZE

Build, deploy and manage machine-learning models that
scale throughout the organization and automate the end-toend AI lifecycle.

4. INFUSE

Operationalize AI throughout the business with trust and
transparency, transforming the business processes and
experiences to become more intelligent and adaptable.

Platform
Cloud

Data-driven
Architecture
Collect:

Manage data efficiently
in a hybrid cloud world

COLLECT
Capabilities
•

Support multiple data formats and transfer protocols – result of ad-hoc reporting
and analytical banking applications

•

Standardize ETL processes leveraging vertical (e.g. banking) vocabulary and
catalog, avoiding redundancy and overlapping ETLs (custom curated and managed)

•

Improve reusability of data load routines and eliminate/reduce ad-hoc and highly
tailored app-specific ETLs

•

Automatically profile and classify structured and unstructured data such as
banking transactions and product agreements

•

Build data lineage and enforce data governance policies, such as Dodd-Frank, BSA

•

Handle streaming, real-time,
near real-time, continuous batch, and offline
Platform
onetime, push and pull Cloud

Data-driven
Architecture
Organize:
Create a
business-ready
analytics foundation

ORGANIZE

Capabilities
•

Fit-for-purpose data architecture, accommodating the specialized data needs of various lines
of businesses in the organization (e.g. bank) – compliance, operations, marketing, etc.,
thereby reducing redundant and overlapping data stores

•

Banking vocabulary, derived from BIAN and IFW, provide the blueprint for a comprehensive
data warehouse and analysis templates, avoiding app-specific, custom warehouses with
inconsistent data schemas

•

Improve data traceability and lineage

•

Organize, store and manage critical banking data and provide a single, trusted view of the
master/reference data across the bank such as customer, product and contract masters

•

Consistent data access patterns help minimize point to point connections and data sprawl

•

Platform
Leverage optimized and transparentCloud
data access with a single relational interface to access

core banking data, compliance and regulatory warehouse, campaign, marketing and CRM data

Data-driven
Architecture
Analyze:
Scale AI with trust
and transparency

ANALYZE

Capabilities
•

Simplify and scale data science to predict and optimize organization’s (e.g.
banking) processes and operations

•

Discover, curate, categorize data assets, data sets, analytical models, and their
relationships with other members of Bank’s IT, Data Science, and LoB teams

•

Accelerate and govern AI deployments to harness Machine Learning, deep
learning, and decision optimization to deliver innovative banking products and
customer experiences

•

Track and measure outcomes from AI across its lifecycle, adapt and govern AI
to changing client expectations and regulatory requirements

•

Maintain regulatory compliancePlatform
by tracing and explaining AI decisions, and
intelligently detect and correct biasCloud
to improve outcomes.

•

Jump start initiatives in the bank via built-in AI services

Data-driven
Architecture
Infuse:
Scale AI with
trust and
transparency

INFUSE

Capabilities
•

Leverage pre-built accelerators and purpose-built vertical (e.g.
banking) scenarios to accelerate deployment

•

Create purpose-built visualizations and share insights through
dashboards and reports using a self-service analytics, infused
with AI and Machine Learning (such as investigative UIs)

•

Protect and maximize existing banking footprint through
accelerators

Platform
Cloud

Data-driven
Architecture
Operationalize AI:
• Curated, secure data
pipeline
• End-to-end model lifecycle
management
• Deployment at scale
• Trust, transparency and
explainability
• Embed AI into core
operational processes

AI OPS

Platform
Cloud

About InTTrust S.A.
Some of InTTrust’s customers
• Founded in 2006
• Certified and Highly Qualified Engineers
• Active research and experience in the
field of AI/ML
• Awarded International Expertise
• Innovation, in cooperation with the
Customer
• Presence in North America (Canada)

Patents, Awards
& certifications

Data-driven
Architecture
The Platform

Capabilities
•

Reduce time to value with a single platform that integrates data
management, data governance and analysis throughout the bank

•

Accelerate application development with a multi-cloud data platform
that is agile, resilient and portable. Run on bank’s preferred cloud vendor

•

Enables a trusted, business-ready analytics foundation that can automate
policy, security and compliance

PLATFORM
Cloud Platform
Containerized Cloud-Native
Architecture
built on open standards

Platform
Cloud

IBM Cloud for Financial Services

Private Cloud

IBM, Z System | Google | AWS |
Microsoft

Data-driven
Architecture
+ Industry
Accelerators:
•

Proven use cases for
successful AI adoption

•

Increase speed to market

•

Eliminate deliverable
creation - tailor vs. create

•

Deploy ready to scale
assets

•

Promote adherence to
industry best practices

What is an Industry Accelerator?

A packaged set of assets that address common business
issues to kickstart your own implementation. End-to-end
implementation, from data prep to deployment. A typical
Industry Accelerator includes:
• Catalog - Industry
• Deployment – Models •
Data Model & sample
deployed in Watson
data
Machine Learning
•
• Project - Analytics
• Manage/Govern - AI
assets organized in
Explainability &
project
Transparency
• ML/AI - AutoAI, Flow,
Notebook

Dashboard - Data
Understanding
Sample Application Shows how solution
could be integrated
into business's
applications &
Workflow

Access out-of-the-box with IBM Cloud Pak for Data

Machine
Learning

The newest generation of
ΙΒΜ Cloud Pak for Data
Scale the value of ALL your data and accelerate your
journey to AI with greater trust and productivity

Persona-centric Experiences (aaS)

Collect Data

Organize Data

Analyze Data

Infuse AI

Make Data Simple
and Accessible

Create a Business-ready
Analytics Foundation

Build and Scale
Trusted AI and BI

Operationalize AI
Across the Business

Unlock new insights to more people
Democratize data discovery, understanding and relevancy

Watson AI and Openly Extensible Ecosystem

A
I

Deliver trusted, business-ready data
Dynamically govern data quality, privacy and usage policies

Intelligent Data Fabric

AutoSQL
Distributed Query

Unify data across hybrid clouds
Access and manage diverse data minimizing data movement

AutoCatalog

AutoAI

Discovery and Understanding

Unify and speed data-AI lifecycles
Empower collaborative, persona-centric workflows

AI Model Lifecycle

AutoPrivacy
Privacy and Usage Enforcement

Unleash data science productivity
Automate complex tasks, improve quality, lower skill barriers

Any Data. Any Cloud. Anywhere.
Data Warehouses

Data Lakes

Data Clouds

Data Streams

Databases

Financial Services Institutes are unlocking the value of data
in totally new ways

Model to predict what
transactions will fail
Create insights into trade
partners based on good vs bad
transactions and cost to NT
and clients

Achieved a 40% call
deflection rate with
virtual agents

Predict and shape future
outcomes Improve matching
speed and data quality of
millions of entities with lower
rate by 50%
Processed 350K emails and
extracted insight for
personalized answers
Generic assistance to
contextualized assistance
and recommendations - 1
million conversation with
80% accuracy
Accelerate training of DL models for
time series based risk exposure.
Monitor and contain risk by
detecting outliers with risk
exposure predictions for
Quantitative Research models
prediction.

Examples of benefits of
enterprises that put
AI to work
(using Cloud Pak for Data)

Fully governed data lake on IBM
Cloud with integrated AI models
for data protection, GDPR and
analytics
Serving 65 million customers
one on one by answering their
questions with 95% accuracy
Predict fraud across their web
& mobile banking system,
reducing the high “false
positive” rates
ATM Optimization and
Planning Cycles to improve
customer experience

Thank you for your attention

